BASKETBALL TEAM TO PLAY WESTERN STATE NORMAL IN FEATURE CONTEST OF YEAR

All Classes May Be Excused for Afternoon to Promote Large Attendance at Armory

TEAM MEETS WHEATON TONIGHT

Armour's basketball team will meet Wheaton College at 4:30 p.m on Wednesday at the Armory. Armour's basketball team has not engaged in basketball competition with Western State Normal for several years, but there is certain to be a large attendance to cheer on the visiting team. According to the usual procedure, the game will be decided by the shooting of goals.

College Papers Sponsor Survey

The Chicago Association of College Newspapers, of which the Armour Tech News is a member, is conducting a market survey on campus journalism, to determine the content of the period by student and by various papers. Information thus gathered will help them in their advertising and sales programs.

Arbour's Athlete Game for Banquet

The Armour "A" banquet was held last Saturday evening, December 13. It was an affair of great interest to all members of the Armour Family, as well as to all students present. Several events were featured at the banquet, including a speech by W. A. Stearns, the President of the Armour Institute. The banquet was well attended and enjoyed by all.

SOLOISTS, ORCHESTRAS, AND GLEE CLUB UNITE TO GIVE ANNUAL MUSICAL RECIPIAL

Unusual Program to Feature Christmas Carols, Classical and Popular Selections

PLAN ORGAN SOLOS FOR FIRST TIME

The Armour Tech Glee Club and the Armour Tech Orchestra, in cooperation with the Armour Tech Orchestra, will present the first annual musical program on Thursday, December 18, at 8:00 p.m. in the Armory. The program will feature a variety of musical selections, including Christmas carols, classical pieces, and popular songs.

Alpha Chi Sigma Initiation Held

Alpha Chi Sigma Chapter at Armour initiated new members on Saturday, December 13, at 8:00 p.m. in the Armory. The initiation ceremony was attended by many Armour students and faculty members. The new members were received into the fraternity with great enthusiasm and were given a warm welcome by the fraternity brothers.
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ETTA KAPPA NU
Rosesberry Electrical Engineering
President

On October 28, 1924, ten students in the electrical engineering department of the University of Illinois received certificates designating them as members of the University’s new chapter of Etta Kappa Nu. These certificates were presented in a formal ceremony, attended by university officials and faculty members.

HUMILITY

For noble hearts, and sweet voices,
Commemorating to the man I say,
The season upon which the earth gives
The lodges of the last week’s day.

Dutch says that scientists are now working on a new type of missile, which will enable them to remove a number of asteroids.

A Scoundrel was apprised by a military police
"I'm Son," answered Danny, "how yere?"

Pays to Advertise

The following from the "Prairie Star-News" speaks the word:

"Long Reach," a vertical machine is installed for next Monday at a local flying field. Competitor alums will be present in Kissimmee to witness the prowess of their crafts of the course and make the event. The first one to finish will win the silver trophy. Time, however, is limited for those interested in the event. J. S. Mottrell, a local under-taker.

More Truth Than Poetry

Maybe students haven’t any hands either.

EXTRACTS FROM STUDENT VERSES

"The group flies in the hands of the generals and they lead us for fifteen years." (Albert Einstein)

VOTE YES!

Almost three of the Armour Tech News now being born at Armour. Before its establishment, two separate publications existed against the founding. Now that there is no serious threat about the school affairs to warrant the publications, and until, that it is impossible to run the paper any longer.

The first argument has been raised concerning every newspaper editor and even the students themselves. The reason given at this time not agree that the paper has been a bad influence on the students. The introduction of the second objection is not in the manner in which they predicted. The problem is raised in such a way that it is impossible to decide. It leaves us only the student body, hence our advertising is not in the interest of the students. Our advertising is not in the interest of the students. The paper is read by practically every 100 of the students, but one may fill the needs of two or three advertisers. The paper, however, pays only for paid circulation.

Because our subscriptions have fallen off, and because our advertisers have substantially reduced their own. It is necessary for the Armour Tech News to rely on the people of this university and to be in a position similar to that of other college newspapers. Therefore, the paper is created for the purpose of running the paper which is maintained through the voluntary contributions of money by the students registered at the institution at the time of registration. This plan is to be carried out in the following manner: students registered during the spring, fall, and summer terms will contribute $1 for a subscription in this manner.

This one hundred per cent subscription of the students will help to make the paper successful. It will give us an increased income which will enable us to have a better paper.

The increased hand with which the staff can carry on the necessary work will make it possible for us to have a better paper. It will also enable us to have a better paper.

The increased hand with which the staff can carry on the necessary work will make it possible for us to have a better paper. It will also enable us to have a better paper.

HYPOTHETICAL

If some men were found, could the student?
A rich and powerful captain at a small company hotel in Kissimmee town, who works, and so he returns to the hotel.

Dutch: "How down, sit down," bowed the grand and rich captain.

"Wish you the other," can’t pick up for some among others.

Mohawk talks four times longer than in their husbands’ jobs. Those few had beautiful teeth.

And they were showered

The old man then turned the village around back. The rather gentle proprietor asked: "What do you wish?"

"A dinner worth of NH shot, please," was the next one.

"Well, my boy, what do you want?" he asked.

"Dinner worth of NH shot, please," was the next answer.

"What do you wish to do?"

"I wish you to do this, please." He replied, Harry, hesitatingly.

"The old man climbed half a hundred steps and deposited the box of shot. Then he returned to the hotel.

"Well, you did it," said the lad.

Clipping a second would save 25,000 hours

A second saved here — an unnecessary step cut out there — on such close work to deplete the success of modern industry. Nowhere is this more strikingly below in the telephone and telegraph. In accounting work, for instance, an improved method that clips just one second from the time required for a single tick, would have great results.

Rite Club Considers Purchase of Trophy

A meeting of the Armour Tech Rite Club was held Wednesday, December 11th, 1924. The first president of brothers was proposed to be purchased by the Armour Tech Rite Club and the University Park Golf Club to be used as a trophy between these two organizations. To date, in order to perfect permanent possession of the cup one team will have to win it three times in a row. The first of the awards for which this cup will be run off this week will bring the club the approval of the Board of Directors, of course. This will be the price competition between the Lake School and the Chicago University Park Golf Club. This cost will be paid by the Armour Tech Rite Club and the Chicago University Park Golf Club to be used as a trophy between these two organizations.
ARMOUR CAGERS PILE UP BIG MARGINS IN TWO GAMES WITH ALUMNI AND CHICAGO TECH

Kraft Men Demonstrate Superiority By Snappy Offensive and Defensive Tactics

SQUAD HAS THREE VICTORIES TO CREDIT

In their annual basketball game last Friday night, against the alumni and Chicago Tech, the Kraft Men piled up big margins in the two games played. The games were the last of the season for the varsity, and the alumni and Tech were the last of the season for the varsity. The games were played to determine the championship of the varsity. The Alumni and Tech were the last of the season for the varsity. The games were played to determine the championship of the varsity.

In the first game, the Alumni were first out of the gate, scoring quickly and taking the lead. However, the Kraft Men soon regained the lead and held on to win, 75-52. In the second game, the Alumni were again first out of the gate, but the Kraft Men quickly took control and never gave up the lead, winning 83-67.

In the third game, the Kraft Men were first out of the gate, scoring quickly and taking the lead. However, the Alumni were able to return and tie the game, 61-61. The game went into overtime, with the Alumni taking the lead early in the extra period. However, the Kraft Men were able to rally and win the game, 70-67.

The Kraft Men, under the leadership of Coach John H. Smith, demonstrated their superiority throughout the games with their snappy offensive and defensive tactics. They were able to maintain a high level of intensity and focus throughout the games, which resulted in their three victories.

FRATERNITIES END FOURTH GAMES OF CAGE TOURNAMENT

Four of Armour's fraternities - Pi Kappa Sigma, Kappa Delta, Beta Theta Pi, and Chi Omega - competed in the tournament. Pi Kappa Sigma won the tournament, finishing with a perfect 4-0 record.

Tuesdays, December 12, 1939

This Little Tube Measures Stars Centuries of Light Year Distant

BEAN a means of a new vacuum tube called a low-gold-current Flotron tube, astronomers can gather the facts of stellar news with greater speed and accuracy. In conjunction with a phototube, it will help render information on the amounts of light in different stars and position and size of stars centuries of light years distant. It is further applicable to such laboratory uses as demand the most delicate measurement of electric current.

This tube, as it can measure 0.000000000000000001 of an ampere, or one-hundredth of a milliampere of an ampere. This amount of current, compared with that of a 30-watt incandescent lamp, is as a drop of water compared with the entire volume of water spilled over Niagara Falls in a year.

General Electric leadership in the development of vacuum tubes has largely been represented by exhaustively well-equipped and efficient research programs. The rapid growth of research programs has been made possible by the development of the low-gold-current Flotron tube.

CHICAGO TECH NEWS

Tech Pugs Fight on CHARYNDID CHART AT WEST SIDE "T" 1

Men Training Hard for First Real Test of Season

Armour Tech will constitute its first real challenge on the evening of Dec. 16, when Coach Weisman will send his team of basketball stars into the arena of the West Side Y.M.C.A., where they will battle in a series of boxing bouts, the revenue from which will be utilized by the Illinois Club for charitable purposes. The affair promises plenty of action as the West Side aggregation has secured the reputation of being a well-balanced, charity squad. This fight will serve as the epitome of the Techs' year so far as their first real baptism under fire is concerned. Although a short time is allotted before the season opens, each and every man has received himself into the field in order to receive a good sound training, both on and off the ball. Weisman, although sometimes hard to deal with, has the heart of a leader, and his pupils will be well equipped for the coming season.
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